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ENHANCING TEACHING QUALITY IN THE REPUBLIC OF TATARSTAN
The Enhancing Teaching Quality
(ETQ) in the Republic of Tatarstan
(RT) project was a three-year
collaboration between Educare and
the
Institute
of
Education
Development (IED), Ministry of
Education and Science (MoES).
BACKGROUND
Since 2010, Educare had been
actively engaging the ministry and
educators from RT. In 2011, the
Institute of Education Development
(IED) engaged Educare to conduct
situational
analysis,
lesson
observations and training for 240
teachers. Then in 2012, Educare
returned to select and build
capacity of teachers through the Intensive Master Teachers Programme. These Master Teachers, together with Educare’s consultants, trained another batch of 300 teachers
in a three-week professional development (PD) programme.

SCOPE OF PROJECT
After the resoundingly successful PD programmes by Educare in 2011 and 2012, His Excellency President of Tatarstan Mr. Rustam Minnikhanov tasked Educare on 18
November 2012 to design, develop and implement a comprehensive three-year teaching quality enhancement project. The project aimed to support Tatarstan in its holistic,
long-term and sustainable educational improvement efforts as delineated in its Education Development Strategy of the Republic of Tatarstan (RT) for 2010 – 2015 “Kilechek”.
It was a multi-faceted, multi-tiered and differentiated project to meet the needs of educators across the continuum of experience and diversity of portfolios, expertise and
competencies.
The goal was to cascade quality PD and leadership programmes to more than 38,000 teachers and education officials in Tatarstan to affect change at all levels.

Capacity Building for Pedagogical
College

Professional Development Programme in Singapore
The twenty-day Singapore Programme was the pinnacle of
teacher professional development efforts. Selected teachers
conducted a study visit to Singapore. The programme focused
on gaining global mindset and progressive worldview, reflective
practice, policy sensitivity and teacher leadership.

The programme was designed to equip staff
of Pedagogical Colleges with latest innovative
pedagogies to meet the learning needs of
their students.

PD Portal & Leadership Portal
The PD Online Portal facilitated self-paced learning where teachers
could learn independently, track their own progression and interact
with other participants in course-specific forums. Each course was
meticulously designed by our consultants to engage learners with a
blend of rich media elements.
The Leadership Portal was developed as a dynamic and inspiring
platform that facilitated the professional sharing of best practices.

Professional Development for Tatarstan Teachers
Since September 2013, 388 IMC specialists (in pairs) had been
conducting two-day workshops to the 38,000 teachers in Tatarstan.
After each workshop, the teachers were observed and coached in
their classrooms by the IMC specialists so as to review and reinforce
their learning.

Further PD
Programme

and

Instructional

Coaching

Awareness Seminars for Leaders in
Education
The programme served as a platform for School
leaders, RONO heads and IMC directors to be
informed about the objectives and content of
the ETQ PD programmes.

(FPDIC)

Education and School Leaders
Programme

The PPDIC programme, conducted by Master Teachers, trained
a total of 388 IMC specialists from the 48 districts. These IMC
specialists underwent the train-the-trainer modules so as to
deliver and cascade Educare’s PD programme to reach all
38,000 teachers in RT.

Education and School leaders received
training to develop personal effectiveness
skills and change management in educational
institutions to effectively manage the process
of learning and innovation.

Intensive Master Teacher Programme

Future Leaders Programme

The IMTP selected a pool of Master Teachers through classroom
observations and interviews to undergo Train-the-Trainer modules.
These Master Teachers were imbued with the necessary attitude and
aptitude to become competent pedagogical trainers to conduct
trainings for the FPDIC programme.

The programme targeted at viceprincipals and high performing teachers
aimed to build capacity and create a pool
of future leaders in the field of education.

Singapore Programme for Leaders

Schools of Excellence Consultancy Series
The series aimed to promote implementation of advanced and innovative
pedagogical skills in the field of education as well as to create a healthy
atmosphere of cooperation and exchange of best practices between
schools and the districts of Tatarstan. The development of the pedagogical
mastery of teachers in 54 Schools of Excellence were conducted in 5
strands: Cooperative Learning, Critical Thinking, Problem-Based Learning,
Brain-Based Learning and Enriched Curriculum.

Baseline & Impact Study
To understand the readiness and challenges faced by education
stakeholders, a baseline study was conducted to investigate
classroom practices such as Learning with Peers, Experiences
with Teachers, and the School and Classroom Environment.

The Singapore Programme for Leaders aimed to
create exposure and support education leaders from
both countries share and learn best practices in
education and leadership management. The holistic
programme featured in-depth discourse about the
Singapore education system, as well as visits to
Singapore schools of all levels.

